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 you embark on a journey around the world to find answers to the mystery of what your life is truly about. Uncover your true
self and make your mark on the world with the help of the trustworthy and funny stuffed creatures of Trunk. Overcome

obstacles, meet new friends, and reveal your inner most secrets through the stories that you write with the magic Pen. With the
Story Builder, you can easily build out a story on your own or have the characters narrate your story for you. Roly-Poly comes
from the far off land of Poony, in a land called Zip-Zop.Roly-Poly was in search of the place he is from, but he got lost. This

has been causing him lots of trouble, and he can't seem to find the answers he's looking for.Roly-Poly can be found on
Facebook. Time capsules are great fun to create and share with friends and family. You'll find everything you need in our Time

Capsules Kit in the Resource section. Let's go on a whimsical journey with You, the Little Snob. Enjoy several story
experiences that will help you get to know your little snob a little better. What is your snobly personality like? Are you pompous,
lazy, or a wise old soul? Make a list of adjectives that describe you as a snob, and let's see if our story takes on your personality.

You, the Little Snob is fun and silly, but he can also get mad at things that you don't like. Whether it's yelling, tears, or
something else, you'll have a fun time sharing with You the Little Snob. Let's go on a whimsical journey with You, the Little

Snob. Enjoy several story experiences that will help you get to know 82157476af
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